Yabu no naka no kuroneko : film

Country: Japon
Language: japonais
Date: 1968
Note: Long métrage. - Fiction
Field: Audiovisuel
Variant of the title: Kuroneko : film (français)
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Editions of this work
*films, vidéos (1)*

→ **Kuroneko**
  *None:* DVD special edition
  *Material description:* 1 DVD vidéo monoface simple couche toutes zones (1 h 39 min) : 16/9, n. et b. (NTSC), son.
  *Note:* DVD release of the 1968 motion picture. - Not rated.
  *Distribution:* "Interprété par " Nakamura Kichiemon, Otowa Nobuko, Satō Kei, Tōra Rokko, Taichi Kiwako, Tonoyama Taiji, Kanze Hideo, Esumi, Eimei, Ōki Shōji, Kaji Kentarō.
  *Abstract:* In medieval Japan, a woman and her daughter are raped and murdered by soldiers during a time of civil war. Afterwards, a series of samurai returning from the war through that area are found mysteriously dead with their throats torn out. The governor calls in a wild and fierce young hero, to quell what is evidently a ghost. He encounters the two beautiful women, in an eery, beautiful scene. After spiritual purification, he meets the demon in a thrilling fight.
  *Compositeur:* Hikaru Hayashi (1931-2012)
  *Réalisateur:* Kaneto Shindō (1912-2012)
  *Scénariste:* Kaneto Shindō (1912-2012)
  *Link:* catalogue
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Link to the main catalogue

https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb16460709z

Sources

Ciné-ressources : catalogue collectif des bibliothèques et archives de cinéma (2018-05-23)

IMDb (2018-05-23)
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Kuroneko : film (français)